Lacey Macrame Bracelet

Materials:

- 20 inches of 550 paracord
- 10-11 feet of micro cord
- Magnet Clasp (optional)

If using a magnet clasp, cut the 550 paracord in half and glue and insert both ends into the clasp. Let dry.

If using a knot and loop closure, fold the paracord in half for the loop. Find the middle of your micro cord and lay it across the 550 paracord.

Step 1: Bring both working ends of the micro cord up between the 550 cords and above the middle of the micro cord.

Step 2: Bring the left micro cord down over the middle of the micro cord and under the left side of 550 cord. Repeat with the right side.
Step 3: Take the left micro cord and bring it over the left 550 cord and under itself. Repeat with the right side.

Step 4: Pull the knots tight and position close to the clasp or to create the desired size loop. Cross the left micro cord over the right micro cord.

Step 5: With the new left micro cord, wrap it over then under the 550 cord and over itself. Pull tight.

Step 6: With the same cord, wrap it under then over the 550 cord and under itself. Pull tight.

Repeat steps 5 and 6 with the right side. After tying both sides, cross the micro cord and continue repeating steps 5 and 6 with each side until you reach the desired length.

Once you reach the end, loosely wrap the micro cord in opposite directions a few times.
World's Largest Selection Of USA made 550 Paracord In 1,000 + Colors and Patterns

On the back side, bring the ends of the micro cord up under the loose wraps and pull it tight to secure. Trim and melt the excess. Can also use a little glue for added security.

If you used a magnet clasp, trim the 550 cord if needed to the desired length and glue and insert into the end of the clasp. If using a loop and knot closure, tie the desired knot that will fit in your loop.

*Space your knots for a different look. This bracelet only used about 4 feet of micro cord rather than 10.